
Mirrors



Desejo means desire in Portuguese. As founder of Home Factor, creating beautiful 
homes in New Zealand that blend design influences from across the world, I was in-
spired to go further. To search the world for genuinely unique, superbly crafted and 
daringly designed homewares that would complement and elevate any space. My 
search was successful and we have formed some exclusive relationships with design-
ers and manufacturers to bring you exquisite lighting designs, bold door furniture 
and distinctively original furnishings. Pieces with the power to transform an apart-
ment, a home or villa, office or boutique hotel, from a fine restaurant to waterborne 
retreat. Whether you’re creating a personal sanctuary, or expressing yourself as an 
architect or designer on behalf of a client, the pieces you choose reveal something 
deeper. Through their form and nature, they reveal a glimpse of who you are. What 
you choose tells a story. Your story.

A mirror can be a window into mystery. A surface of reflective glass enclosed in a 
frame that recedes discreetly. Or one that becomes a doorway into all the mirror 
reveals, bringing its own tale of design and desire. Desejo’s family of mirrors reflect. 
But mirrors have other powers. They amplify light. They create an illusion of space. 
Carefully placed in your hotel, gallery, restaurant or home, they become features 
that capture and share energy. Choose how you would like your story told in a mir-
ror from Desejo.
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Priyanka Sareen



The LUXXU Collection
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The LUXXU 
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Desejo grew out of the successful architectural, design-driven home building busi-
ness Home Factor. In seeing the pleasure brought by beautiful homes, the founders, 
Priyanka and Rohit, decided to launch a complementary business that deepened 
the impact beautiful spaces have upon us, by making the most desirable and beau-
tiful homewares available also. We understand the pleasure and comfort that unique 
furnishings, daringly original lighting and boldly imagined door furniture bring. How 
they transform a room. How they allow us to reflect our tastes and personal stories 
through what we choose. 

That’s why we’ve partnered with an amazing mirror brand, LUXXU, that we are proud 
to invite you to discover.

LUXXU was born as a unique lighting brand. Driven by the dazzling success of the 
lighting segment and the desire to elevate design to a new dimension, LUXXU un-
covers a crucial imperial complement, a furniture collection. A new epoch unveils to 
offer a disruptive idea of creating environments where conceptual design shines.
This new brand philosophy is translated in handcrafted pieces of imposing and el-
egant lines and its quality, making any environment a symbol of sophistication and 
comfort.
Luxxu Modern Design & Living is a brand that creates daring designs, offering the 
best of both design and art, proving to be remarkable in the life history of those who 
acquire them.
More than a brand, their purpose is to involve you in a unique experience, where luxe, 
design and elegance are combined to create a strong atmosphere.
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Ordering from Desejo
When you order from Desejo, you put your trust in the care of a passionate team who will 

ensure your precious items are securely, safely shipped from their source wherever that 

may be, to your home, office, hotel or whichever space you are seeking to enhance.

Our assurances to you

We only choose items that meet our expectations of unique design, bold elegance and 

supreme quality.

We interact directly with designers and manufacturers to ensure quality requirements are 

met and all items are examined at source.

We use reputable international shippers so your purchase is safely packed and carefully 

transported.

You receive regular updates from us as your item makes it way through each stage of its 

journey, with progress accurately tracked online.

Ordering from Desejo

Email us on orders@desejo.co.nz
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Terms and conditions apply
Visit www.desejo.co.nz for more details



www.desejo.co.nz

C03-0821


